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About This Game

In Flipped On your main objective is to complete each stage without destroying your vehicle. Your vehicle takes damage every
time you crash into world objects.

Each level is a new and exciting challenge starting from easy and getting harder as you go on. Jump over gaps in the road with
ramps. Crash into roadblocks to move them out of the way. Get flipped over by crazy hydraulic bollards and loads more.

Flipped On a simplified car obstacle course physics simulation game.

Take control of your car and go have a blast!
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Better artwork than similar games. Plenty of race and class combos. Deck can be modified to make each game feel different
and provide meaningful decisions.. Look man I don't care about the items I just want to support the gods who made this game..
So I finally got around to playing the Doorways trilogy\/saga\/episodes....however you want to put it, and it's definitely pretty
fun. I wouldn't say it's worth the price when not on sale (too short and a little wonky with some of the gameplay mechanics) but
as far as horror games go, it certainly has some moments.

Of course, there are highs\/lows to the series and I don't feel like writing a review for all 3, so I'll just use the final chapter
(hmof) to state my findings:

Doorways: Prelude - could have been great but the horrendous lighting making you feel like you're some kind of blind cave
creature struggling to make your useless eyes work to see your surroundings is not fun. Seriously, it's that dark at times and the
ability to adjust brightness in the options menu is useless. Also, you get a torch but it's quite possibly the s******** torch you'll
ever lay hands on in a game.

Doorways: Underworld - much better than the first 2 chapters in Prelude. The enemies you encounter are far more terrifying,
you'll need to run\/hide at times, the lighting is much better and overall the experience is more engrossing with creepier
environments. That final part with the maze and switches though.....F that noise!!

Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh - definitely better than the first 2 chapters and the lighting is, yes, much better than in
Prelude. Also, you can play from a 3rd person or 1st person perspective, which is cool. The enemies are pretty cool but
somewhat annoying. Those puzzles though....F that noise again!!!. Way to much time playing this game :). Very well done. Have
enjoyed many hours of planning and building. A few suggestions, possibly some weather disasters like cyclones, prairie and
forest fires perhaps? Would also like to see a fire brigade building to combat these events as well as bandit set fires. The
addition of bunkhouses housing 6 teneants to cut down on number of required shacks.. This game is unplayable for me. I had to
sit down after only a few minutes of playing. The play area is constantly rotated and jumps\/lags a lot. I almost fell down a
couple of times. Also, the poor water shader gave me a headache.
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Great visual novel.
The choices throughout the story determine which woman with whom you are celebrating New Year's and the potential
fireworks.
You must play it a few times to experience New Year's with each woman.
It takes about an hour to complete every story throughout this visual novel.
Fun times.. This game is simply awesome!
It was among the first games I ever played (on Playstation 1) many years ago.

If you enjoy games like this, you should definitely try it out.

Looking forward to the "New 'N' Tasty" version of this game!. garbage game not worth the money. Another puzzle game from
Decaying Logic this time in space. Puzzle sizes range from 60 to 350. Beautiful images from space including nebulas, space
walks, planets and more. Instead of just doing puzzles, you can also build rockets that when completed will launch into space. In
order to put the puzzle pieces in their right place you must rotate them. The music fits the whole space theme of the game. A
great way to relax and enjoy a casual game. 10\/10.. This is quite potentially the greatest if not one of the greatest games
released on Steam.. I will recommended this game, if there will be more players. Otherwise not. Currently here 12 people in
public chat and most afk. You can't even start low lvl gauntlet for 10 min.
You can still try beat campaign solo though.. *Edit*

Its a good game but it still has some bumps here and there overall its good.
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